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NEW QUESTION: 1
Employees have half-day public holidays that need to be
included in their work schedules. RuleNoHoliday class
b123456789Hol.cl.next day b123456789Weekday
1234567Variant
0101..x....... xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxB
How can you incorporate rule number 01 - as shown in the
graphic - in the daily work
schedule configuration?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Configure a daily work schedule with DWS selection rule 01.

B. Create a new period work schedule for half days.
C. Configure a daily work schedule variant B for the shorter
days.
D. Configure a daily work schedule with zero planned hours on
public holidays.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
What will be the extended community value of this route?
A. RT:200:3000 RT:200:9999
B. RT:200:3000
C. RT:200:9999
D. RT:200:9999 RT:200:3000
Answer: C
Explanation:
Here the route map is being used to manually set the extended
community RT to 200:9999

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements are true about dynamic realm bridging?
(Choose two.)
A. Dynamic realm bridging is the routing of a signaling message
coming from a given ingress realm to a next hop in an egress
realm.
B. Egress realm can be any, depending on time-of-day, called
number, and so on.
C. Dynamic realm bridging decisions are based solely on layer 3
(IP) information.
D. Dynamic realm bridging is a one-to-one association
accomplished by using SIP-NAT.
E. Ingress and egress realms are unconditionally paired.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You open the Cost Center dimension in BEx Query Designer (see
the attached graphic).
What information about the Cost Center characteristic can you
determine? (Choose two)
A. The Cost Center has display attributes.
B. The Controlling area is compounded to the Cost Center.
C. The Cost Center is compounded to the Controlling area.
D. The Cost Center has navigational attributes.
Answer: A,C
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